1 sentence synopsis

Three morticians get caught in a web of greed and deceit, involving buried treasure and a tangled love
affair, in this modern day crime mystery that is based on a true story.
1 paragraph synopsis

Arthur Herring (Mike Starr) is the mayor, priest and mortician in a small town called
Cardinal. His brother Vincent Herring (Jude Moran) is his right hand man and
together they are well-respected pillars of the community. Arthur and Vincent
agreed to safe guard a small fortune of rare coins for a friend, Lloyd Mickey
(Christopher Lloyd) another mortician and convicted felon. When released Lloyd
wants his coins back but the brothers have other plans. Just as the brothers think
they are in the clear, a tenacious detective, Orlando Hudson (Michael Jai White),
comes into town to investigate the town’s first murder in 30 years, in this twisted
crime mystery that is BASED ON A TRUE STORY. B
ASED ON A TRUE STORY.
3 paragraph synopsis
option1

Arthur Herring (Mike Starr) is a cornerstone in the small town in Cardinal County, New Mexico. He is a
priest, mortician and also the mayor. He works closely with his brother, Vincent (Jude Moran), who is
his business partner and right hand man.
The two find themselves in the middle of an investigation when a former friend and colleague, Lloyd
Mickey (Christopher Lloyd) is found murdered in his home after his release from prison. The brothers
struggle to keep their public personas intact and their ambitions in check while a detective, Orlando
Hudson (Michael Jai White) dives head first into finding out what happened and why.
After meeting resistance in his investigation, Orlando presses on and soon realizes he has the case of a
lifetime that is highlighted by buried treasure, gold mining in dead bodies and a tangled love affair that
is sure to rock the small town to it’s core, changing the life and way of the townspeople forever.
option 2
Arthur Herring (Mike Starr) is the mayor, priest and mortician in a small town called
Cardinal. His brother Vincent Herring (Jude Moran) is his right hand man and
together they are well-respected pillars of the community.Together they own and
operate a small church, mortuary and local dinner.
Arthur and Vincent agreed to safe guard a small fortune of rare coins for a friend,
Lloyd Mickey (Christopher Lloyd) another mortician and convicted felon. When
released from prison Lloyd wants his coins back but the brothers have other plans.
Just as the brothers think they are in the clear, a tenacious detective, Orlando
Hudson (Michael Jai White), comes into town to investigate the town’s first murder
in 30 years. Orlando is not welcomed in the town and is immediately questioning
everyone he comes across. He soon finds himself wrapped up in a web of greed and
deceit as he gets closer to finding the murderer and along the way uncovering more
of the brothers secrets.

